Translation of mRNA into protein is a unidirectional information flow process. Analysing the input (mRNA) and output (protein) of translation, we find that local protein structure information is encoded in the mRNA nucleotide sequence. The Coding Sequence and Structure (CSandS) database developed in this work provides a detailed mapping between over 4000 solved protein structures and their mRNA. CSandS facilitates a comprehensive analysis of codon usage over many organisms. In assigning translation speed, we find that relative codon usage is less informative than tRNA concentration. For all speed measures, no evidence was found that domain boundaries are enriched with slow codons. In fact, genes seemingly avoid slow codons around structurally defined domain boundaries. Translation speed, however, does decrease at the transition into secondary structure. Codons are identified that have structural preferences significantly different from the amino acid they encode. However, each organism has its own set of 'significant codons'. Our results support the premise that codons encode more information than merely amino acids and give insight into the role of translation in protein folding.
INTRODUCTION
The ribosome is a unidirectional valve that links mRNA, via protein production and protein folding, to protein structure. Accurately predicting the structure of a protein has been referred to as the 'holy grail' of structural bioinformatics (1) (2) (3) . Without a sequence homologue of solved structure, prediction is of limited accuracy (4) but can be improved by using structural restraints to guide the process (5, 6) . Current prediction algorithms start with the full amino acid sequence; here we consider that synonymous codon usage may encode structural information and so starting with the mRNA sequence could be beneficial. Additional information derived from synonymous codon usage is well characterized in genetics, e.g. splice site recognition and gene expression (7) (8) (9) . A link between synonymous codon usage, protein production and protein structure has also been proposed previously (10) (11) (12) , but only recently has the volume of sequence and structure data made a comprehensive study achievable.
Numerous experiments have indicated that the speed and timings of translation may be critical to the formation of a protein's native structure. For example, Komar et al. (13) demonstrated that the removal of rare codons can reduce the specific activity of chloramphenicol acetyltransferase. Ke´pe`s (14) identified the '+70 pause' in yeast membrane proteins that is thought to aid their correct insertion into the bilayer. Pausing has been identifed during the translation of photosynthetic reaction center protein D1 (15) . Pause sites appear to be located after each transmembrane helix and were suggested to aid co-translational binding of chlorophyll and integration of D1 into the thylakoid membrane. This pausing may be caused by local mRNA structures (16) . In vitro experiments have shown that synonymous codon mutations can have a subtle but crucial effect on protein structure and/or function (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . These translation effects support the theory of co-translational protein folding and the importance of mRNA sequence and/or structure in protein structure formation.
The rate of translation was recently demonstrated to affect the folding efficiency of Escherichia coli protein SufI. Slow translating regions of the gene were defined as segments rich in codons for which the native cognate tRNA concentration is low. By altering the tRNA concentration or inducing synonymous codon mutations in these regions Zhang et al. (17) significantly perturbed folding efficiency. Folding intermediates predicted from these slow translating regions were identified from translationally synchronized ribosomes in vitro. Further, they showed that slow translating regions are often located upstream of domain boundaries (22) . Similar results were presented in the earlier work of Makhoul and Trifonov (23) and of Thanaraj and Argos (10) who observed an enrichment of slow codons around domain boundaries. This, though, was disputed by the work of Brunak and Engelbrecht (24) . The slow translation of secondary structure termini in globins has also been demonstrated (25) .
In general, computational studies have identified a small subset of codons that display structural preferences significantly diverged from those of the residue they encode. Aligning 109 proteins with their mRNA sequences, Adzhubei (26) showed that codons for leucine (Leu), valine (Val), cysteine (Cys), phenylalanine (Phe) and serine (Ser) have different propensities for the amino(N)-and carboxy(C)-termini of secondary structures. Likewise, codon structural preferences for isoleucine (Ile) and arginine (Arg) have been shown to differ between SCOP (27) domain classes, but this was carried out using fewer than 50 proteins per set (28) . Tao and Dafu, found 17 human codons that varied in secondary structure propensity from that of their encoded amino acid. However, only two E. coli codons were identified and it was suggested that codon usage bias is organism dependent (29) . Gupta et al. (30) also found no universal correlation in synonymous codon usage between organisms, but identified differences in codon usage between a-helices and b-strands. For example, the proline (Pro) codon CCC is over represented in strand while in helix Pro codons CCA and CCT are most abundant (30) . More recently, Zhou et al. linked optimal codons, those with near maximal translation speed, to buried residues.
The only large-scale study above (12) utilized the genomes to protein (GTOP) database that links sequenced genomes to Protein Data Bank (PDB) deposited structures (31) via a PSI-BLAST (32) homology search. Proteins of similar sequence usually fold to very similar structures, but the GTOP link is theoretical, uncurated and not accurate enough for a precise study on synonymous codon usage. The second largest study was carried out by Tao and Dafu using 109 human proteins. The Coding Sequence and Structure (CSandS) database provides an accurate, curated mapping between 4406 protein structures and the mRNA that encodes them. This makes a comprehensive analysis of codon-mediated protein structure effects feasible. Here, data is presented at 40% sequence identity for Ecoli (786 proteins), Human (890) and Yeast (301). We find that many synonymous codons vary in their propensity for protein secondary structures when compared to the amino acid that they encode. Furthermore, some codons have a preference to be buried while others exhibit a propensity to be solvent exposed. In accordance with the literature, no universal set of significant codons was found; with structurally significant codons changing between species. Even between species, though, these significant codons are, in general, restricted to the amino acids: glycine (Gly), Ile, Arg, and threonine (Thr). No link was found between the speed of translation and codons assigned here as structurally significant. Translation speed was assessed using the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) (33) , MinMax (34) and tRNA concentration. We found no evidence of an enrichment in slow codons around domain boundaries. In fact, a general deficiency in slow codons both around and directly upstream of domain boundaries is observed. A decrease in translation speed is, however, found to signal the transition into a secondary structure element.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Coding sequence and structure database
The CSandS database was compiled through the crosslinking and evaluation of many existing databases. Our starting point was work on a PDB to UniProt (35, 36) , mapping carried out by the Martin and coworkers (37) and PDBTOSP (www.expasy.ch/cgi-bin/lists?pdbtosp. txt). The extracted protein identifiers were run through the protein identification cross-reference (PICR) (38) service to locate correlated entries in the PDB, TREMBL (39), EMBL (40) and UniProt. Results were ranked on the number of times the match occurred in our data sets and the highest ranked matches were maintained for each protein chain. At this stage, we had 49 941 PDB files, comprising of 152 310 protein chains, linked to mRNA identifiers. The secondary structure assignment and solvent accessibility of each residue in a protein chain was extracted using JOY (41) . At this processing stage, 496 chains (<1% of our data set) were lost; these consisted of 316 protein models, 148 with no side chain data and 32 with formatting errors.
All protein coding, mRNA, sequences were downloaded from EMBL on 9 June 2009. Each sequence was run against our protein chain database using BLASTx (32) with an E-value cut-off of e À20 to ensure only highaccuracy matches. In analysing the results, the coding sequence and protein chain were only paired if they came from the same organism ('matched'). If the PICR web server had also identified this PDB to mRNA link then it was classed as 'confirmed'. Protein chain to mRNA matches were only maintained if the mRNA sequences had no alignment gaps. Gaps in the protein chain were allowed given that it is not always possible to experimentally resolve every amino acid; however, in all cases the protein chain must cover at least 90% of the mRNA sequence.
CSandS is a 1:1 mapping; however, during development it was redundant. For example, a PDB file containing two identical protein chains would create two 'confirmed' hits in our BLASTx analysis. In cases such as this only one hit is maintained.
CSandS contains 4406 protein chains. As CSandS is to investigate the effect of nucleotide sequence on protein structure, the database is made non-redundant at the nucleotide level. That is, we accept similar protein sequences/structures if the mRNA encoding them is significantly different. CD-HIT (42) is used to create a non-redundant database: there remain 4021 and 3151 protein chains at 90 and 40% sequence identity, respectively. Domain data is added to the database via SCOP (27) (release 1.75) parsable files. In all cases, the mRNA sequence is as provided by EMBL and uses thymine T rather than uracil U. These are protein coding sequences, processed mRNA, and do not relate directly to open reading frames within the genome. The CSands database is freely available at www.stats.ox.ac .uk/bioinfo/resources/.
Relating mRNA to protein structure Codon secondary structure preference. This measure relates codon usage to protein structure at the residue level without reference to translation speed. We have defined nine secondary structure classes. The three major secondary structures: helix (H), strand (E) and coil (C) are assigned by JOY and each is further classified into three sections (Table 1) . These are the start, centre and end of a secondary structure element.
Through CSandS each codon is mapped to a particular residue and hence a secondary structure assignment. For classification into our secondary structure sets, each codon is considered along with its neighbouring codons; e.g. to assign a secondary structure to codon X the codons XÀ1, X and X+1 are used. For example, if the secondary structure pattern HHHCC is encoded by TGCATGTTGCAG AAA then the central codon (TTG which is an H) is classified as H3 as it is in the trio HHC. For each organism, the number of observations of codon Cdn in secondary structure SS is stratified by gene and summed over all genes. Subsequently, two statistical tests of significance are undertaken with the null hypothesis: 'within a particular family of synonymous codons for amino acid A, the counts in SS are independent of the codon used to encode A'.
Mantel-Haenszel test: we carry out the MantelHaenszel (MH) test in an analogous fashion to that described by Zhou et al. (12) . For each codon and secondary structure classification, a 2 Â 2 contingency table is constructed with the data stratified by gene and synonymous codon family. Thus, for amino acid A that is encoded by codons Cdn1. . .Cdn3 we create three (the number of codons of A) 2 Â 2 tables for each secondary structure classification (e.g. H1) for each gene. Then, using the MH test we can see how, over all genes, the observations of codon Cdn1 diverge from that of Cdn2 and Cdn3.
Chi-squared test: the MH test is stratified by gene and only contingency tables that contain more than two counts are considered. This results in 97 875 counts being ignored (an average of 1659 per codon as Met, Trp and stop codons are excluded). For this reason, we also examine the data as a whole using the chi-squared test. For each codon, the expected number of observations in each secondary structure (Cdn For each SS the result is summed over all synonymous codons and compared to the chi-distribution using N Cdn À 1 degrees of freedom, where N Cdn is the number of synonymous codons in the family.
Significance: for both tests, we take significance to be at the 5% level. That is, if the P-value 0.05 or less the null hypothesis is rejected.
Propensity: the MH and chi-squared tests indicate whether a codon is structurally significant within its family of synonymous codons. They do not directly indicate the nature of this significance, e.g. whether the codon is over-or under-represented in the particular secondary structure classification. This can be achieved using the propensity [Equation (1)].
Codon, Cdn, has propensity, P SS Cdn , for a secondary structure, SS. P 
SS
A is the propensity of amino acid A for secondary structure SS. A propensity >1 means that the codon is over-represented in the secondary structure and a propensity <1 indicates that the codon is under-represented.
Codon translation speed
Measures of codon usage. Codon usage is often used to infer the speed of translation (33, 34) . In this study, we calculate codon usage in two ways. Firstly, via the relative occurrence of synonymous codons within a set of coding sequences (e.g. a genome) and secondly, via the abundance of tRNA with a complementary anticodon. For the former, we utilize two measures of relative synonymous codon usage: the CAI (33) and MinMax (34) . Both measures are organism specific and provide a speed score per codon that relates to the relative abundance of that codon to all other codons encoding the same amino acid (f(Cdn)). Methionine (Met) and tryptophan (Trp) are each encoded by only one codon and so are allocated maximal translation speed. Two sets of coding sequences are used for calculating f(Cdn): all EMBL coding sequences and coding sequences present in the top 5% of expressed genes. For E. coli and Yeast, we also examine the CAI 'relative adaptiveness' scores originally calculated by Sharp and Li (33) . Their Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RCSU) values were also tested but did not alter the results. The class code is given in column 1 with a longer description in column 2. The secondary structures that qualify for this class are given in column 3, where H is helix, C is coil and E is strand. The central residue/codon of the fragment is assigned to that class.
The tRNA abundance data was only assessed in Ecoli with data taken from Ref (43) . In this case, Met and Trp are not necessarily translated at maximal speed .
In all cases, our scores provide an 'estimate' of the translation speed and probably do not relate to the actual speed of translation. In many cases, they are measures of codon optimality in anology to the definition provide by Zhou et al. (12) . However, for ease of reading they are from here on referred to as the speed of translation.
Codon speed. For all our measures, the translation speed assigned to a codon is the arithmetic mean of codon speeds within a sliding window centred on the codon of interest. We tested windows of size 1, 3, 5, 7,. . .,19; here data is presented for windows of size 3 (one codon either side considered), 9 and 19.
Gene expression levels. Microarray gene expression data was downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus (44) on 4 June 2009. Data 'soft-files' held gene identifiers that could be linked to EMBL. Gene names were provided for E. coli and these were converted to EMBL codes (via SWISSPROT) using a cross-reference database from cytoscape (accessed on 7 July 2009). For each organism, the top 5% of expressed genes were identified and subsequently used to calculate the relative codon usage. Further details are available in the Supplementary Data.
Measures involving codon translation speed
Codon speed around domain boundaries. We test whether slow codons are more frequent than expected around domain boundaries. Only proteins assigned, by SCOP, as having two domains are considered. The number of qualifying proteins in CSandS is 121, 120 and 51 for Ecoli, Human and Yeast, respectively. The frequency of slow codons within a section of codons centred on the domain boundary is compared to the mean frequency of slow codons in all codon sections of size S. Any section starting within S/2 residues either side of the domain boundary is not considered as it would overlap significantly with the section assigned to the domain boundary. S is tested at 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 and 44 residues. In each case, the domain boundary as assigned in SCOP is at codon position S/2. Slow codons are those with one of the slowest 20 speeds in the mRNA sequence. The translational speed of two codons can be equal and in this way it is common that more than 20 codons throughout the mRNA sequence are assigned as slow. The equivalent test was carried out for fast codons.
Mean translation speed. When comparing the translation speed of different sets of amino acids, the mean translation speed of each set is used. In the examination of secondary structure transitions, the speed of each codon is divided by the mean translation speed of the fragment. Taking the log provides a result centred around zero, where a slower than average codon is negative and a faster than average codon is positive.
Other measures
In the course of this study, other tests were carried out, and a brief description of these and their results can be found in the Supplementary Data. (47) . Only the GTOP database (48) can challenge CSandS in its sequence and structure coverage. GTOP is based on a theoretical, uncurated mapping between assigned gene sequences and PDB deposited structures. The mapping is based on PSI-BLASTassessed homology, given the understanding that similar sequences share a common 3D conformation (49) . However, such a mapping cannot be accurate enough to assign specific start and end points to secondary structures or recognize subtle changes in orientation or solvent accessibility. Additionally, given its reliance on amino acid mappings the GTOP database cannot effectively compare codon usage. Thus, CSandS is currently a unique tool in the mapping of mRNA at the codon level to protein structure at the residue level.
RESULTS
Throughout the
As mentioned, we use 'translation speed' to mean our estimated value of translation speed from CAI, MinMax or tRNA concentration. Sequence identity is calculated at the nucleotide level using CD-HIT (42). Organism abbreviations come from UniProtKB.
Synonymous codons have different secondary structure preferences 'Significant' codons are those that have a secondary structure preference that differ significantly from that expected within their synonymous codon family. There is no universal set of significant codons across organisms. It is unusual for the same structural trait to be exhibited even where the same codon shows up as significant in two organisms. For example, on only seven occasions the same structural trait was observed within Ecoli and Human.
No codon-specific structural trait-is observed over all three species. The MH test identifies more structural significances (84 in Ecoli) than the chi-squared test (60 in Ecoli). In general, the tests are in agreement (see Supplementary Data) but in one instance the Chi-squared test identifies a structurally significant codon family (Cys) over-looked by the MH test. This is probably due to the low counts of Cys in individual genes resulting in a large amount of data loss under the MH test, where only tables with greater than two counts are considered. Over the three organisms, only the amino acids Gly, Ile, Arg and Thr all have codons that show significant structural traits under MH. No amino acid's synonymous codon family is significant in all organisms when the chi-squared test is considered. Here, we present some of the structural traits as examples and highlight agreement and contradictions with previous work. Throughout, P-values (P) are derived from the MH test.
In Ecoli, the codon GAA (Glu) is over-represented at the start of helices (H1, P = 0.001; Figure 1 ), its synonymous codon GAG is under-represented (P = 0.001). CTC (Leu) is also over-represented in H1 (P = ;0.004) but no Leu codon is under-represented in this Ecoli structural category. Human has fewer structurally significant codons (MH = 41, = 16). These include, GTT (Val) that is over-represented at the start of helices (H1, P = 0.029) and end of coils (C3, P = 0.0001). TCA (Ser) is over-represented at the start of helices (H1, P = 0.011; Figure 1 ) and the Ile codon ATT is underrepresented at the start of strand (E1, P = 0.0003). Yeast has still fewer codons of structural significance (MH = 12, = 8) and this may be due to the smaller number of protein/gene sequences found in CSandS. In the centre of coils (C2), the codon GGA (Gly) is overrepresented (P = 0.0007) while GGT (Gly) is underrepresented (P = 0.0002). The codons ACA (Thr) and ACG (Thr) are both over-represented at the end of helices (H3) with P-values of 0.009 and 0.03, respectively.
Most of the significant codons we identify result in a propensity change within a secondary structure type rather than a change in the favoured secondary structure. We, unlike Gu et al. (28) , found no evidence that CGA (Arg) is over-represented at the termini of helices. Furthermore, there is no evidence in CSandS that CCC (Pro) is over-represented in strand, nor that CCA (Pro) and CCT (Pro) are most abundant in helices as found by Gupta et al. (30) . In fact, in Ecoli the Pro codon CCC is found to be over-represented at the start of helices. Adzhubei (26) found that certain codons had a pronounced preference for the N-or C-terminus of secondary structures. Likewise, in CSandS a number of codons are found to be significantly over-or underrepresented at secondary structure termini. In Ecoli, 40 codons exhibit opposite propensities for the Nand C-termini of a-helices (Supplementary Data).
The results described above clearly link codons with local secondary structure. It is often hypothesized that these codon effects are manifestations of changes in codon translation speed (10, 23, 34, (51) (52) (53) . This is supported by the protein structure changes invoked by synonymous codon mutation (17, 18, 54) ; however, there is little computational evidence to support this hypothesis. Similarly, we find no link between significant codons and their speed of translation. However, codons that differ most in propensity from their encoded amino acid come primarily from those codons translated most slowly (Supplementary Data).
Codon frequency and tRNA abundance are not correlated
Previous studies investigating a link between codon translational speed and protein structure have used the CAI to assign codon speed, e.g. (10, 55) . A more recent study used cellular tRNA concentrations (22 Codon usage measures are dependent on the coding sequences used to compile them. The correlation between speeds assigned from highly expressed genes and all coding sequences is thus unexpected. Recent experiments have indicated that codon usage is linked to Figure 1 . Examples of codons that are over-represented at the start of helices compared to other codons in their synonymous codon family. In each case the codon of interest is displayed in red and all synonymous codons are shown in blue. Significant codon positioning is highlighted using ball and stick representation. The Glu codon GAA is overrepresented at the start of helices in Ecoli (A) and in Human the Ser codon TCA is over-represented at H1 (B). PDB structures 2GFF (A) and 1L9L (B) are used to illustrate the examples. Image created using Chimera (50) .
the cell cycle (56, 57) . It may be that our highly expressed genes are a representative set covering all stages of the cell cycle. The lack of correlation with the original CAI data of Sharp and Li (33) who used 18 mostly ribosomal proteins supports this conclusion.
The tRNA concentration can respond to changes in cellular conditions (43, 58) . Changes in tRNA concentration have also been linked to changes in gene expression (57, 59 ) and viral virulence (60, 61) . The lack of correlation between speeds assigned from tRNA concentration and all other measures is not surprising; this further supports the idea that our measures of codon usage are averaged over all phases of the cell cycle. Results obtained using tRNA concentration, here only available for Ecoli, produced the most informative and robust picture of the effect translational speed has on protein structure. In the rest of this article we focus on these results.
Domain boundaries are not enriched in slow codons
Domains are commonly thought of as structurally stable, individual folding units within the protein. The placement of domain boundaries is based on knowledge of protein structure and folding. However, the particular amino acid assigned to define the domain boundary is in essence an arbitrary selection and varies even between well-regarded databases (62) such as SCOP, CATH (63) and Pfam (64) . Domain boundary definitions are also updated and change over time. Here, structurally defined domain boundaries as given by SCOP (release 1.75) are used.
Like Brunak and Engelbrecht (24), we found no evidence that slow codons are clustered around domain boundaries in any of the three organisms in the study. This is true for all different length sections centred on the domain boundary. However, we observe some evidence that domain boundaries avoid slow codons and that they are enriched in fast codons (Figure 2) . Equivalent results are produced if CATH defined domain boundaries are used; Pfam definitions produce a slight variance in results for 'fast' codons (Supplementary Data). The results may be due to domains in SCOP and CATH being structurally defined while in Pfam they are assigned via sequence consideration.
Recently, taking a small set of proteins, Zhang and coworkers (17, 22) demonstrated that slow translating regions are found around domain boundaries. We are able to reproduce figures found in these publications and suggest that translational pausing at domain boundaries is not a general trait; rather that pauses may be incorporated in the nucleotide sequence where required for high-fidelity folding.
When we consider the region immediately downstream from (N-terminal to) the domain boundary our measures of codon translation speed provide different results. Using CAI, an increase in slow codons is observed in Yeast, but not Ecoli, proteins. Using tRNA, no such trend is observed (Supplementary Data). In general, the domain boundary is thought to be less structurally conserved than intra-domain loops and as such less codon selection is perhaps expected.
Translation speed of domains
The translation speed of a set of amino acids is examined by calculating their mean codon translation speed. In general, the first 20 residues of a protein are translated more slowly than the last 20 residues. For Ecoli, this is true for 69% of proteins using a window of size 19. The same trend is observed for MinMax and CAI.
For 121 Ecoli two-domain proteins, the mean translation speed of the first domains (4.07) is similar to the mean translation speed of the second domains (4.17) and the distribution of speeds are similar. However, if the speeds of the two domains that constitute a single protein are compared, 68% of the time the second domain is translated faster. Examining this effect within SCOP classes it is clear that the behaviour varies by SCOP class. The second domain is translated faster in 60, 100, 74 and 50% of cases for two-domain a, b, a/b and a+b Ecoli proteins, respectively. As expected the first 20 residues of domain one are found to be translated more slowly than the first 20 residues in domain two. Thus, when considered with the finding that domain boundaries Figure 2 . Domain boundaries are deficient in slow codons and enriched in fast codons. Data is shown using translation speed calculated from tRNA concentration (A) and the original CAI (B). Solid lines represent fast codons and dotted lines slow codons. Enrichment (Y-axis), the percentage increase over that found in the protein as a whole, is shown for different length sections (X-axis) centred on the domain boundary. For tRNA concentration (A) only Ecoli data is available, with data displayed for all three codon speed windows considered in this study (3, 9 and 19) . In (B) data is displayed for Ecoli (black) and Yeast (grey) using a codon speed window of 19. are enriched in fast codons, a consistent picture is built up of the first domain being translated more slowly than the second domain. Previous research has shown that codon usage is non-random near the point of translation initiation, with an enrichment of non-preferred codons observed (65, 66) . This may, at least partially, explain our results.
Translation speed of secondary structure transitions
Here the translation speed of secondary structure transitions is explored. Taking the transition from coil into helix as an example, all structure fragments of the form XCCCHHHX, where X is any secondary structure type, are considered. The translation speed of each codon, s, is compared to the mean translation speed of the fragment s. Taking the logarithm of the relative speed (logðs=sÞ) produces results centred on zero. The mean translation speed may be sensitive to the number of codons taken to assign the fragment. For this reason, this test is carried out using fragments of length 8 (XCCCHHHX) to 16 (XXXXXCCCHHHXXXXX) . No significant differences are observed for the different fragment lengths and in all cases a clear decrease in translation speed on transition from coil to helix is observed ( Figure 3A) . Error bars based on SD or standard error are not appropriate given the non-normal distribution of speeds over each codon position. Thus, we perform both the Wilcoxon and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to assess significance (Supplementary Data). These tests indicate that the distribution of speeds for the transition codon is significantly different from those not adjacent to it. Further, there is no evidence of a difference between codons À5 and À1 or À4 and À3 for example. Given the small fragment sizes, a window of three codons is used to assign translation speed. Data is presented for tRNA concentration; other measures of codon translation speed (CAI and MinMax) do not show a clear signal.
Equivalent tests were carried out for the transition from helix to coil (XHHHCCCX), coil to strand (XCCCEEEX) and strand to coil (XEEECCCX). They all show clear patterns in relative translation speed at the transition point ( Figure 3) . In general, when starting production of a helix or strand there is a decrease in the translation speed that begins about three codons before the start of the helix. Similarly, the translation speed decreases just before the helix or strand terminates ( Figure 3C and D) . Notably, on the transition from coil to strand, the translation speed increases immediately before the sharp decrease as strand production begins ( Figure 3B ). If we assume strand is translated more slowly than coil, this trend may be due to a large number of turns between consecutive b-strands.
The data presented only includes transitions to and from coil, thus transitions directly from strand into helix are excluded. If we consider all transitions into helix, the same general pattern is observed, although the magnitude is also characterized by a decrease in translation speed. In this instance, around three residues downstream of (N-terminal to) the transition site. This is followed by an increase in translation speed as the coil region is produced. Data shown for Ecoli using a speed window of three codons.
of the speed distributions is reduced slightly. Generally, the results oppose those of Thanaraj and Argos (55) who found that slow codons have a higher propensity to encode strand and coils. Here, fast codons are a signature of starting production of a coil and slow codons a signal that a transition into helix or strand is imminent. Current secondary structure prediction algorithms are highly accurate; however, predicting the actual termini of secondary structures is still relatively imprecise (67, 68) . It may be that consideration of codon translation speed could improve secondary structure prediction, particularly in the region of secondary structure transitions.
DISCUSSION
Our newly compiled CSandS database has allowed us to carry out a comprehensive study of mRNA coding sequence data and its relationship to protein structure. In a number of cases, the mRNA is shown to be more informative about the protein structure than the amino acid sequence alone. For example, in Ecoli GAA (Glu) is over-represented at the start of helices (H1, P = 0.001) whereas its synonymous codon GAG is under-represented (P = 0.001).
Results from CSandS can be split into two groups, those that are independent of codon translation speed and those that are not. Most previous studies have identified particular significant codons in a limited set of organisms (28) (29) (30) 69) . Our speed independent measures indicate a more general trend that there is protein structural information contained in the mRNA nucleotide sequence that is not found in the protein primary sequence. Structurally significant codons come predominantly from those amino acids encoded by four or more codons (70% in Ecoli). It is in these sets of synonymous codons that greater differences in translation speed are found. However, no direct link between significant codons and translation speed is elucidated. From analysis of CSandS it is evident that the set of significant codons is not universal. For example, within Ecoli and Human the Gln codon CAA is over-represented in the centre of strands (E2); this is not the case in Yeast. Further, GGT (Gly) is over-represented in E2 in Ecoli but under-represented in E2 in Yeast.
It is hypothesized that the protein structural effects ascribed to mRNA result from changes in translation speed (10, 23, 34, (51) (52) (53) . Previously, linking these nucleotide-mediated features to translation speed has been difficult. CAI and MinMax scores are related (R 2 = 0.6); but neither CAI nor MinMax is correlated to experimental tRNA concentrations (R 2 = 0.03). Using tRNA concentration data produces more consistent results and the importance of tRNA concentration has also recently been demonstrated by the work of Romano et al. (70) . They showed that folding phase transitions can be successfully modelled using tRNA concentrations.
Opposed to many studies (10, 17, 22) but in agreement with Brunak and Engelbrecht (24), we find that domain boundaries are not enriched with slow codons. Our study indicates that domain boundaries are deficient in slow codons and show a small enrichment in fast codons. The sequence that connects two domains and contains the domain boundary is often thought to be less structurally constrained than intra-domain loops and this lack of constraint may be linked to its faster translation. An increase in translation speed is also observed when terminating a secondary structure and starting coil production. In fact, secondary structure transitions are, in general, 'signed' within the mRNA. For example, slow codons have a higher information content at the start of helices (Supplementary Data) and a relative decrease in translation speed is observed at the point of transition from coil to helix and coil to strand.
This work is one of the largest to date; however, there are still cases where the volume of data is not large enough to draw definite conclusions, e.g domain boundaries. Still, there is no contradiction between our results for domain boundaries and secondary structure transitions; i.e. that domain boundaries are enriched in 'fast' codons and the transition into secondary structure is relatively slow. Domain boundaries occur at a secondary structure transition only 24% of the time in our Ecoli twodomain data set. Most domain boundaries occur in coil regions that our results suggest are translated quickly. Moreover, we observe a relative decrease in translation speed rather than an increase in rare codons occurs at the transition into secondary structure.
Zhou et al. demonstrated that buried core residues are likely to be encoded by fast translating codons. Using Ooi number (71) as a measure of residue burial, we found that highly buried residues were on average translated more quickly (Supplementary Data). Codon optimality is not the only possible mechanism by which codon usage could affect the rate of translation. It was recently demonstrated that local mRNA structures near the 5 0 -end can alter protein expression (65) and in 1985, it was found that the mRNA for highly expressed E. coli proteins contains many more hairpins than a random sequence encoding the same amino acid sequence (51) . It was proposed that mRNA hairpins slowed down translation to increase the accuracy of folding. Further, a 2006 study found that three haplotypes of Human 'Catechol-O-methyltransferase' (COMT) had different levels of enzyme activity and that COMT activity was correlated to the number of mRNA stem-loops (72) . Examining codons observed to significantly increase the likelihood of amino acid burial in Ecoli proteins, we found that these codons destabilized local mRNA structures (Supplementary Data). Though preliminary work, it suggests that the structure of mRNA may be important in the formation of protein structure and is in keeping with the understanding that mRNA secondary structure must be unfolded to enter the ribosome (73) .
CONCLUSION
The coverage and detail of the CSandS makes it a unique tool in the examination of links between mRNA and protein. Analysing the data contained in the CSandS database using tRNA concentration as a measure of codon translation speed has produced a consistent picture of how translation can affect local protein structures in Ecoli. Information about protein structure beyond that of the amino acid sequence is contained in the mRNAcoding sequence. We demonstrate that this structural information is species specific and maybe linked to translation speed. N-terminal regions are generally translated slower than C-terminal regions and this could be related to co-translational folding. There is a clear decrease in translation speed at the start of secondary structures in Ecoli, a relationship that could be exploited in the accurate prediction of secondary structure termini.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
